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Abstract: Igbo names embody a rich mine of information on the people’s reflection, therefore often sentential. A pet name is a name we receive in addition to our formal name and it is usually given to us by the people surrounding us. Pet names may be derived through the truncation of a person’s formal name; it may be an ironic pet name, profession pet name or personal feature pet name. This paper examined Igbo formal names with a view to phonologically analysing pet names which are derived from formal names, and did not delve into pet names which are not related to a person’s formal or proper names. The study deployed primary research method (using informants of Igbo nativity whose age range is 28-80 years), secondary research method and introspection, given the language competence of the researchers, to achieve its purpose. The findings show that metathesis (an unpopular phonological process) as well as vowel deletion and assimilation are phonological processes which are evident in pet naming. It was also observed that in pet name transformations, light syllables are favoured more than heavy syllables; this conforms to the syllable structure of the language.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Igbo is a term used to refer to the people of south-eastern Nigeria as well as the language spoken by the people. Igbo belongs to the Kwa language subfamily of the Volta-Congo branch of the Niger-Congo language family. The languages currently known as Kwa are spoken along the Atlantic coast of West Africa from the south-eastern quadrant of Cote d’Ivoire to the extreme south-western corner of Nigeria [1]. Within Nigeria, Igbo is spoken primarily in the following states: Abia, Anambra, Ebonyi, Enugu, and Imo. It is also spoken in the northeast of the Delta state and in the southeast of the Rivers state. Igbo rarely has native speakers outside of Nigeria.

Igbo formal names follow the Western European naming pattern in which the family name comes after a first name. In traditional Igbo society, there is a lot in a name. Igbo names always bear a message, a meaning, a history, a record or a prayer. This is also to say that they embody a rich mine of information on the people’s reflection and considered comments on life and reality. They provide a window into the Igbo world of values as well as their peculiar conceptual apparatus for dealing with life.

This study attempts to examine the phonological processes evident in the transformation of Igbo formal names to pet names; ascertain the syllable structures found in Igbo pet names and determine the favoured syllable weight of Igbo pet names. Relying on data obtained from informants and already published Igbo names in books, journals and e-library resources as well as introspection given the language competence of the researchers as native speakers of Igbo language, Igbo names from different Igbo-speaking regions of Nigeria were covered.

II. NAMING IN IGBO LAND

All over the world, names are unique and meaningful, even among people of different dialectal areas within a speech community. The uniqueness of names is evident among the Igbos as there is a lot in a name. The name is more than just a tag or a convenient badge of identity. Igbo names always bear a message, a meaning, a history, a record or a prayer. The linguistic features manifest themselves among the Igbos. According to [2], naming in Igbo land “has social, linguistic, philosophic colouring. Names children bear are a reflection of their parents’ thoughts and life’s travails. Put differently, the names given to children are the whims of their parents”.

In Igbo society, ikuputanwaor iku nwa aha, that is “naming ceremony”, may take place four days after a child’s birth, (but often, the naming ceremonies take place on the eighth day, depending on the health of the mother and child). The naming convention references an observation, event surrounding the birth, a deceased...
ancestor, the time and/or place of birth, birthmarks, or some other remarkable characteristics — for example, *Ogbonna “image of his father”*. Majority of names given to babies are really abbreviated statements of meaning and significant interpretations of life’s experience or of events in the history of the family. For instance, a name may indicate that the birth of the child is a welcome landmark in the lives of the parents especially after a long wait for a baby. For example:

**Example 1: Names indicating a child’s birth as a welcome landmark**

(i) Iheanacho – “What we have been looking for”
(ii) Ihenugbe – “What I have been searching for”
(iii) Akajuobi – “something to soothe the mind”
(iv) Nwaeruolọ – “A child has reached this house”
(v) Nwagugbụlam – “May I not die of child-hunger”

Igbo also commonly name children after the market day *eke, orie, afor and nkwo* on which they were born. Typical names for boys named after market days are - *Nweke, Okereke, Okeke, Ugweke, Okorie, Okere, Okoye, Okafor, Okorafọr, Nwafor, Okonkwo*, and *Nwankwo* while the corresponding female names would be *Mgbẹke, Mgborie, Mgboafọr, Adafọ, Nnawinkwo* and *Nkwoja*. However, some of these names are endangered (especially the female names) as some people do not feel happy or proud being known by them because they are viewed to be primitive. In modern times, this has spilled into names like Sunday, Monday, Friday, irrespective of the gender of the child.

According to [3], when a baby is born in Omuma (a community found in Oru East L.G.A. of Imo State), the parents will enquire from a diviner (dibia afa), among other things, who reincarnated the person to shave the baby’s hair. These inquiries are considered germane because it is feared that the baby might come to some harm if the inquiries were not made. The inquiries are pursued ever before the baby is given a name.

Thus, naming is a delicate issue that is not trampled upon or treated with levity. It is worthy of note to point out the linguistic uniqueness of names within dialectal areas. In other words, names suggest and reveal the regional dialects of Igbo land where the bearers come from as the example below shows:

**Example 2: Some names peculiar to regional dialects of Igbo-land**

i) Abia: Okwara, Ukpai, Uduma, Idika, Dimgba, Okebulu, Iroha, Nwosu, Ogenyi, Omoji, Awa
ii) Anambra: Okpalla, Nnanami, Ifediba, Umeakuka, Nnölom, Azikiwe, Iweka, Umeugokwe
iii) Delta: Ossai, Obiefuna, Oputa, Moghalu, Nchedo, Nkelechi, Nzimiro, Iweala, Onyeye, Ewere, Awele
iv) Ebonyi: Osuu, Ukeni, Oko, Idam, Ibiem, Otu, Aja
v) Enugu: Nnaji, Ene, Ono, Ede, Nebo, Odo, Ugwuanyi
vi) Imo: Okpara, Dila, Erohu, Ejogu, Njemanze, Izunobi, Kanu
vii) Rivers (Ikwere/Etche Axis): Amadi, Oọzọ-mekuri, Wali, Nwuche, Wobidike, Nwomodi, Ndomme

*Names peculiar to Anambra, Enugu, Imo and Rivers states were culled from [3].*

Sentential naming is customary of the Igbo people in general, as [4] aptly puts it; Igbo name “is a full-length philosophical statement.” And [5] observes that some of the sentential names are “positive, and negative…names,” and “declarative sentential names.” As a result of sentential naming, pet names in Igbo can be derived from truncation of the root name to ease pronunciation: for any formal name, a pet name is always possible.

### 2.1 What is a Pet Name?

A pet name according to [6], is “a name we receive in addition to our legal name [which is] usually given to us by the people surrounding us”. [7], asserts that pet naming “practices are widely distributed, and everywhere contoured to the cultural matrices in which they operate.” A pet name is a substitute for the formal name of a familiar person or an informal name given to someone by their family or friends for affection or ridicule. A pet name can be a shortened or modified variation on a person’s real name. It may be contractions of longer names (e.g. Margaret to Maggie, Chukwuebuka to Ebuja). In Anglo-American culture, it is often based on a shortening of a person’s proper name, however, in other societies, this may not necessarily be the case. Pet names in Igbo have a very wide range of forms and derivations; there are pet names which are not related to a person’s formal or proper names such as role modelled names, association pet names, ironic pet names, personal feature pet names or profession pet names.

Regardless of the somewhat misleading nature of the term “pet name”, due to its other connotative association with domestic animals, it is adopted in this study to designate a common sociolinguistic practice of shortening names without necessarily being accidental, humorous, or derisive.
According to [8], “pet-naming is an onomastic device practiced by adults in a fashion similar to contractions and abbreviations. It is simply a trend in the economical use of language to serve the function of intimacy, informality and perhaps endearment.” Pet names then are “simply cut…in two, making it more business like without…losing the general drift of its meaning” [4].

Most English pet names are derived by dropping letters (e.g. one or more letters, usually R, are dropped: Fanny from Frances, Walt from Walter), or created through the phonetic spelling of a name: Len from Leonard; or from letter swapping (e.g. during the middle ages, the letter R would often be swapped for either L or D i.e. Hal from Harry; Molly from Mary; Sadie from Sarah; Hob, Dob, Rob and Nob from Robert; Rick, Dick, and Hick from Richard; Will which comes from William, and Peg from Meg which is derived from Margaret).

[9] shows a simple pattern for English nickname formation, where prominent nucleus (initial or stressed) is selected and its full syllable plus the following onset is extracted, before the diminutive suffix [-i] is added for example: Penelope [pɛə.ˈnɛ.ə.pi] → Pen → + -i → Pennie [pE.ni]. In Igbo, one of the phonological patterns of pet name formation is through the extraction of the initial nucleus or full syllable with the following onset, before the addition of the close front unrounded vowel [-i] as a diminutive suffix as seen below:

Example 3:

Osinachi - “From God” → Os → + -i → Osy → [o.si]
Ifeatụ - “Role model” → If → + -i → Ify → [i.fi]

[10] argue that segment, stress, and syllable structure preferences in English nicknames are influenced by nickname subject’s gender and the intent of the nickname user. They attribute these correspondences to sound symbolism. Their study found a “markedly strong preference for bi-syllabic nicknames carrying stress on the first syllable,” the same pattern they found for English first names, and which contrasts with the poly-syllabic tendency of phon-aesthetic words. [b, p, k, m, n, t, s, dʒ], in descending order of frequency, accounted for a combined 71.3% of the consonants in the nicknames collected by their survey. Nasals, voiceless stops, and liquids occurred with higher frequency in female nicknames, voiced stops showing up more in male nicknames. In Igbo pet name formation, neither the syllable structure nor the segment is influenced by a subject’s gender, however, in the formation of pet names from formal names (especially unisex), which begin or end with Chi/Chukwu, the gender of the bearer as well as the semantic content of syllable(s) are considered. For example, from the formal name Sọchima which means “Only God knows”, the pet names Chima and Chichi would be derived for males and females respectively.

III. PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES EVIDENT IN THE TRANSFORMATION OF IGBO FORMAL NAMES TO PET NAMES

Organised sounds of languages are not always static; they are conditioned by neighbouring segments. We shall examine the various phonological processes that are observed in the transformation of Igbo formal names to pet names.

3.1 Vowel Deletion

Vowel deletion is a common phonological process in African languages and by extension, this may be said to be applicable to the Kwa languages to which Igbo belongs. Vowel deletion according to [11] occurs when a vowel melody together with its position on the skeleton is deleted. Vowel deletion is evident in Igbo pet names derived from formal names as observed in the following examples:

Example 4:

i. Onwegi + onyeka + ọnwọ → Onyekọnwọ – “Who is greater than death?”
\[\text{None} \quad \text{who is greater} \quad \text{death}\]
\[\text{(No one is greater than death)}\]

ii. Anyi + adika + IBE → Adikibe – “not like others”
\[\text{We} \quad \text{not being like} \quad \text{peers/others}\]
\[\text{(We are not like peers/others)}\]
iii. K’anyi + solo + udo → Soludo – “Follow peace”

Let us follow peace
(Let us follow peace)

iv. Obim + naeto + chukwu → Neto - “Praising”

My heart praising God
(My heart praises God)

v. Ka+ osi + sọ + chukwu → Kosi - “As it (pleases/ is)”

As it please God
(As God pleases)

As pointed above, a necessary condition for vowel deletion to occur is the presence of at least a vowel on either side of a morpheme or word boundary. The vowel that will be deleted is usually dependent on the height of the vowel. As seen in the data above, when a high vowel is juxtaposed with a low vowel, it is the low vowel rather than the high vowel that gets deleted.

3.2 Metathesis

Metathesis occurs when there is a change in the order of two segments. According to [12], metathesis sometimes occurs in the speech of language learners but it may also occur with native speakers. Metathesis is evident in Igbo pet names derived from formal names as observed in the following examples:

Example 5:

i. Onyema + uchechukwu → Amuche – “can’t tell the intention”

Who knows will/ of God
(Who knows the will of God?)

ii. Onyema + oge → Amoge - “Cannot tell when”

Who knows when/ time
(Who knows when / the time?)

iii. Onyema + echi → Amaechi - “Cannot tell tomorrow”

Who knows tomorrow
(Who knows tomorrow?)

3.3 Vowel Assimilation

[11] posits that vowel assimilation occurs when a vowel simply loses its identity and takes on those of a neighbouring vowel without necessarily losing its position on the skeletal slot. Vowel assimilation is evident in the transformation of Igbo formal names to pet names as observed in the following:
Example 6:

i. \( N\)\(\widehat{\text{wa}} + o\)\(\widehat{\text{bo}} + \text{do} \) → \( *N\)\(\text{wo} + o\)\(\text{do} \)
   
   Child  community
   (Child of the community)

ii. \( \text{Nwaihenaeti} \) → \( \text{Nwiihe} \) – “Child of light / little light”
   
   Little /child of glowing light

iii. \( \text{Ndu} + \text{bu} + \text{isi} \) → \( *\text{Bi} + \text{i} + \text{si} \)
   
   Life is head
   (Life is paramount)

The data above gives a clear picture of vowel-vowel assimilation or vowel copying where the first vowel becomes completely like the second. As pointed above, the vowel positions are retained even though there is a change in the vowel quality and the direction of influence is right-left (regressive).

3.4 Tonal Alteration

Tonal alteration is attested in Igbo pet naming as a result of the variation in the feature specifications between the tone of the formal name and pet name. The result of these variations or alteration leads to a change in meaning or complete meaning loss. Consider the following pet names:

Example 7:

(i) \( Ìlóér \) → \( Ér \) – “The enemies are ubiquitous/ enormous”
(ii) \( \text{Chím} \) → \( \text{A} \) – “My God will never fail”
(iii) \( \text{Òz} \) → \( \text{Z} \) – “Who has it all?”
(iv) \( \text{Chíz} \) → \( \text{Z} \) – “God answered me”
(v) \( \text{Ji} \) → \( \text{J} \) – “Stand with truth/evidence”
(vi) \( \text{E} \) → \( \text{B} \) – “Except death (nothing else can hinder you)”

In (7 i–ii) the high tones in the formal names are altered to low tones and the low tones in (7 iii–iv) are altered to high tones; in (7vii) the low-high sequence does not only change to a high-low sequence, the segment also changes from [\( o\)] to [\( o\)]. The derived pet names above do not have any meaning in Igbo language. Some could even be mistaken for names in other Nigerian languages (e.g. Hausa & Yoruba), while others are anglicised.

IV. SYLLABLE STRUCTURE OF IGBO PET NAMES

Syllables are supra-segmental units; they organize segments into minimal-sized utterances in a language. Syllables are generally organized around a phonological property called sonority (perceived loudness). Sonorants (vowels, liquids, nasals, glides) have greater sonority while obstruents (stops and fricatives) have less. The sonority peak forms the nucleus of the syllable.

The syllable is a significant factor in the form of Igbo pet names. The syllable structures of the pet names were observed and a large variation was found. Almost all syllable structures are written below. Long vowels are denoted by \( VV \) and short vowels by single \( V \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Syllable</th>
<th>Pet Name</th>
<th>Formal Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>( V )</td>
<td>( C I )</td>
<td>( I j e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>( C V )</td>
<td>( C Z i k )</td>
<td>( A z i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>( C V - C V )</td>
<td>( J i d e )</td>
<td>( j i d e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>( C V - C V - C V )</td>
<td>( C h i z i b a )</td>
<td>( C h i z i b a )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>( C V - N - C V )</td>
<td>( S o m t o )</td>
<td>( S o m t o )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>( C V - V - C V )</td>
<td>( B u i k e )</td>
<td>( B u i k e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>( N - C V )</td>
<td>( N d u )</td>
<td>( N d u )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Syllable Structures found in Igbo Pet Names
A Phonological Analysis Of Igbo Pet Names

V. SYLLABLE WEIGHT OF IGBO PET NAMES

One view of representing syllable weight is by using moras. Long and short vowels as well as long and short consonants (i.e. geminate and single consonants) are differentiated by their moraic representation. It has been observed that most Igbo pet names are transformations that favour light syllables more than heavy syllables as evident in the syllable structure as shown in the Table above.

Another simple phonological pattern of pet name formation that has been observed is through the extraction of the initial nucleus or full syllable with the following onset, before the addition of the close front unrounded vowel [i] as a diminutive suffix. Consider the example below:

Example 8:

i. Osinachi - “From God” → Os→ +i → Osy → [o.si]
ii. Ifeatu - “role model” → If→ +i → Ify → [i.fi]
iii. Onyekachukwu - “who is greater than God” → Ony→ +i → Onyi1 → [o.ıi]
iv. Eberechi - “God’s mercy” → Eb→ +i → Eby → [e.bi]
v. Emeka - “(He) has done so much” → Em→ +i → Emy → [e.mi]

The addition of the final vowel [i] is so that the derived pet name conforms to the open syllable rule/ light syllable weight which the language favours.

As pointed out in the preceding table, the syllable is a significant factor in the formation of Igbo pet names. Poly-syllabicity is attested in Igbo formal names and the choice of syllable(s) wherein the pet name is derived is determined by the semantic content.

Example 9:

i. Akụ + abia → Akuabia - “Wealth has arrived” → Aku
   Wealth arrived

ii. Sọ+ chima → Sochima - “Only God knows” → Chima
   Only God Knows

iii. Akọ + bu + ndu → Wisdom is life → Ndu
    Wisdom is life

iv. Ilo + abụchị → Hatred/malice is not God → Abuchi
   Enemy is not God

1Onyi is pet name for any given name that begins with “Ony-” – Onyinye, Onyeka, Onyema
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In ancient Igbo culture, a male child’s name does not begin with Chi, rather it begins with Chukwu and a female child’s name can only begin with Chi and also end with Chi. However, in the formation of pet names from formal names which begin or end with Chi/Chukwu, the gender of the bearer as well as the semantic content of syllable(s) are considered. For example:

Table 2: Formation of pet names based on gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>Formal Names</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Pet Name Male</th>
<th>Pet Name Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>Sochima</td>
<td>Only God knows</td>
<td>Chima</td>
<td>Chichi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii</td>
<td>Zinachukwudi</td>
<td>Show that God exist</td>
<td>Chukwudi</td>
<td>Zina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iiii</td>
<td>Onymachichi or Onymachuchukwu</td>
<td>Who knows God’s intention</td>
<td>Onyema</td>
<td>Uchechi/Umcuche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv</td>
<td>Chidinma</td>
<td>God is good</td>
<td>Chidi</td>
<td>Chidi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>Chetachi</td>
<td>Remember God</td>
<td>Cheta</td>
<td>Chichi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vii</td>
<td>Odinakachukwu</td>
<td>It’s in God’s hands</td>
<td>Chucks</td>
<td>Ody/Odinaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viii</td>
<td>Onyekachi</td>
<td>Who is greater than God?</td>
<td>Onyeka</td>
<td>Kachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ix</td>
<td>Chukwunenye/Chinenye</td>
<td>God gives</td>
<td>Chucks</td>
<td>Nenye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>Amarachukwu</td>
<td>Grace of God</td>
<td>Chucks</td>
<td>Amara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xi</td>
<td>Chidiebere</td>
<td>God is merciful</td>
<td>Chidi</td>
<td>Eber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xii</td>
<td>Chidiebube</td>
<td>God is glorious</td>
<td>Chidi</td>
<td>Chidi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION

This study has undertaken a phonological analysis of Igbo pet names derived from formal names. It has revealed that metathesis (one of the unphonological phonological processes) is attested in Igbo language. It is also noted that vowel deletion and assimilation are important phonological processes which are evident in the transformation of Igbo formal names to pet names. The study also revealed that during vowel deletion, the vowel that will be deleted is usually dependent on the height of the vowel, i.e. when a high vowel is juxtaposed with a low vowel; it is the low vowel rather than the high vowel that gets deleted. The data also showed that there are cases of vowel-to-vowel assimilation or vowel copying where the first vowel becomes completely like the second and surprisingly, we discovered that the direction of influence is right-left (regressive / anticipatory).

Furthermore, most Igbo pet names are transformations that favour light syllables. Thus, Igbo pet naming system conforms to the open syllable rule/ light syllable weight on which the language syllable structure is based. Another striking observation is that, in the formation of pet names from unisex formal names which begin or end with Chi/Chukwu, the gender of the bearer and the semantic content of the syllable(s) are considered.

In future researches, it would be interesting to examine the stress pattern of pet names as well as pet names which are not related to a person’s formal name such as ironic pet names, role modelled names, association pet names and personal feature pet names.
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